ERAS OF HISTORY!

The __ War Era continued until the Berlin Wall fell in 1989
The Age of __ was a period of international trade and naval warfare
The __ Valley Civilization is one of three early civilizations
Hammurabi was one of the __ of Babylon
The world entered the ___ Age in 1945
Jacobean, Edwardian, & Elizabethan Eras are named after English __
Norsemen explored the North Atlantic during the __ Age, 793 to 1066
Shang, Qing, Xia, Tang and Ming are __ dynasties
The __ or Turkish Empire dissolved after the end of WWII
The Achaemenid Empire is also known as the First __ Empire
The Interwar Period includes the __ Twenties and Great Depression
With the launch of __ in 1957, the Space Age began
Reconstruction began after the American __ __ and ended in 1877
The Old, Middle and New Kingdoms are eras in Ancient __ history
The oldest scriptures of __ were written during the Vedic period
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats and Shelley were __ Era writers
Her reign from 1837 to 1901 was peaceful and prosperous
This era begins with the rise of Greece and ends with the fall of Rome
Europeans were sailing all over the world during the Age of __
Water and steam-powered machines came into use in the __ Revolution
While Europe was in the __ __, Islamic cultures had a Golden Age
This French era only lasted from 1799 to 1815
Martin Luther began the __ Reformation with his Ninety-Five Theses
The Age of Enlightenment introduced reason and the __ Revolution
The __ Age is also known as the Digital Age because of computerization
The __ Era from the 1890s to 1920s was a time of activism and reform
Michelangelo, da Vinci, & the Medici family are associated with the __
The Hanoverian Kings ruled ___ from 1714 to 1837

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order: __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message: __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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